
Stepford Principals

As the first-world financial bubble burst; as, hand-in-hand with the general economy, 
stock markets took a treacherous nosedive; and as, in a historically unprecedented moment, our 
national governmental leadership turned over: The magical “growth-bubble” approach to funding 
and reforming public schools?

Not only stayed blindly on target, but unaccountably and appallingly (surprising the hell 
out of many who had so optimistically voted for change): 

Gained momentum.
When, under a new President’s management, the callous invasions of NCLB were not 

only remandated, but mind-bogglingly offered an additional funding through the abrupt 
appendage of test-score-dependent R2T competitions, the destabilizing act of bell-the-cat 
allocating and then throwing huge sums of a minimally-regulated, reform-attached “competitive”  
capital at politically defenseless, each-year-more-upended, each-year-more-divided, each-year-
more-test-score-denigrated schools, moved forward. 

Proffering a judicious political support for fresh leadership, as the new government’s 
enthusiasm for test-based retributions escalated, in a calculated measure the I-care-about-kids-
let-me-get-on-that-well-funded-wagon club of reform experienced skyrocketing growth.  
Depending upon the new administration’s continued allegiance to weakly regulated (and heavily 
smoke-screened) Big-Money disbursements, the parasitic alliance of reformers forged 
innovatively ahead.  

Anxious to buttress the now nationally established modern-day status quo – an 
increasingly top-down, non-collaborative status quo where the incursions of testing reigned 
indisputably as king – reform advocates understood: To cement a continued guarantee?  An 
additional funding must now be solicited for Stepford-like trainings.  Fast-paced educational 
trainings able to recruit, educate and deploy an ever increasing number of business-minded, 
business-experienced, choice/voucher/reform-promoting administrative clones.

Governmental, philanthrocapitalist, and undisclosed “gift” money:
Began to flow.  
Superintendent trainings.  Principal trainings.  Specialist trainings. 
Supervisor trainings.  Evaluator trainings.  Test-facilitator trainings. 
School board trainings.
Trainings that, in über-compassionate days ever more dependent upon the nonstop 

invasions behind a fund-garnering reform, were turning out to be ever more essential.  
Because – well, here’s the thing. 
It was not all that easy to train yourself.  To condition yourself, as progressively you grew 

“smarter,” to unbendingly offer only an unquestioned obedience in days of a show-me-the-
money management; to coach yourself in how to not only control but retract any tendency 
toward an interpersonal, neighborhood-and-culture-protective empathy; to teach yourself in how 
to avoid hearing (or, even yet more unhappily, responding to) the heartfelt concerns coming 
poignantly from students, teachers, support staff and parents.  

And, most essentially?   
To train that rubber stamp of an invasively disconnected and disproportionately choice-

school-supporting reform approval?
	
 To slap down and hit the paper each and every time. 



The so many pricey but surely modern-day requisite let-us-do-your-thinking-for-you 
trainings available, now, for the imperative reform-dedicated, choice-school-promoting 
educational leaders of tomorrow.  Those far-thinking, futuristic innovators and evaluators who 
might be decisively trained in how to keep not only the student-separating mandates of a high-
stakes testing, but – even more significantly – the massively legislated sums of a heavily 
disbursed but minimally regulated accountability money:

Up and running.


